
2018 Shiraz Grenache
McLAREN VALE  
  
GLOBAL ORGANIC MASTERS 2020 - DRINKS BUSINESS MAGAZINE - GOLD 92+GLOBAL ORGANIC MASTERS 2020 - DRINKS BUSINESS MAGAZINE - GOLD 92+

“Medium to light ruby. Nose has gently notes of red berry fruit, strawberry, lot of toasty oak, Grenache like 
character, with some cherry aid fruit. Appealing. Palate too, lots of lovely soft ripe strawberry fruit, cherry, 
touch of jam, sweetness, smooth, medium weight with some vanilla, and toast, with strawberry. Lovey juicy 
medium weight wine. Great persistence. Just bit of lingering alcohol warmth.” 
 
WINE SPECTATOR MAGAZINE - AUGUST 2020 - 92 POINTSWINE SPECTATOR MAGAZINE - AUGUST 2020 - 92 POINTS

“Fresh and lively, this offers a juicy, succulent mix of plump blackberry, huckleberry and blueberry flavors 
at the core, with pretty details of black tea, palo santo, rosemary and cumin that linger effortlessly on the 
plush finish. Shiraz and Grenache. Drink now through 2032. 255 cases made, 25 cases imported.”  – MaryAnn 
Worobiec.  
 
JAMES SUCKLING - WWW.JAMESSUCKLING.COM - JUNE 2020 - 91 POINTS

“Plenty of spice, espresso-laced oak here with a base of brambly red to dark berries and plums. The palate has 
sweet fleshy berries at the core with a smooth run of succulent tannin at the spicy finish. Assertive oak here. 
Drink now. ” 
 
 WINE ENTHUSIAST MARCH 2020 - 91 POINTS

“Still youthful, this will take some time in the glass or decanter for the toasty oak, red berry fruit and graphite 
aromas to make their way out. The palate is equally restrained. There’s power here, but it’s held firmly in check 
by taut, drying tannins. Savoury, earthy notes are prominent, but the concentrated red fruit shares the stage 
with ease.” 
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Drinks Business Global Organic Masters 2021 - GOLD        
Global Organic Masters 2020 - The Drinks Business Magazine - GOLD 
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